
The mission of the EU Academy is to provide a modern 

and engaging online learning environment containing 

courses, online training events, podcasts, live and 

recorded video talks, and related pedagogical resources 

that can contribute to improving the quality of the 

application of EU policy and programme knowledge in a 

simple, smart and inspirational way. Since 2020, the 

learning content hosted on the EU Academy has been 

created specifically for professional and aspiring 

professional audiences external to the EU Institutions. 

The EU Academy is managed by the Joint 

Research Centre of the European Commission. 

However, as an inter-institutional platform, it hosts 

content produced by numerous EU Institutions 

and Agencies.

The European Union’s 

corporate tool for e-learning. 
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What does the EU Academy offer?

A modern digital training platform

The EU Academy offers a simple, smart and user friendly learning 

environment. In the platform, learners can find pedagogical content 

produced directly by the EU Institutions and/or their trusted partner 

organisations revolving around EU programmes, projects and policy. 

The educational content hosted on the platform targets upskilling and 

reskilling opportunities for professionals – in a broad sense, including 

students, researchers, policy-makers, practitioners, etc. - whose work is 

related to the sphere of action of the EU, as well as citizens who have a 

stake in EU policy making. 

Visitors from all over the world

The platform is proving to be both a useful practical tool for skills and 

competency development on EU matters of known EU stakeholders in 

Member States and regions, as well as a tool able to reach new 

audiences at the global level, many of which are exposed for the first 

time in a direct manner to EU know-how, policies and programmes.
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Enabling new audiences

E-learning, e-training and virtual events are an integral part of the present (and 

the future) of learning. In this context, online courses, events, podcasts and 

video talk channels available on the EU Academy platform facilitate deeper 

relations with your current stakeholders and open a door towards new 

audiences, enabling greater understanding of EU policy and programme work, 

and leading to new collaborations and co-creation of opportunities in all policy 

areas.

Full user experience

The EU Academy offers a professionally run and beautifully designed platform 

and user experience, with high quality content in support of EU policy and 

programme development and implementation goals. This content is signed by 

the EU.

How could the platform serve 

your organisation?
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How can I help?

Paul Hearn 

EU Academy Business Manager 

paul.hearn@ec.europa.eu

Sebastián Moreno Barreneche

EU Academy Communications Manager

sebastian.moreno-barreneche@ext.ec.europa.eu

Learners can use the EU Academy for free. The only thing 

they are required to do is create a user account. After that, 

they can start browsing the catalogue of available courses 

immediately. Certificates of completion are available for the 

majority of the courses.

EU services wishing to use the platform to host their 

pedagogical content are asked to sign a Service Level 

Agreement with the Joint Research Centre. This 

Agreement sets out the modalities of use of the platform. 

If your organisation is interested in promoting the EU 

Academy and the courses available on it, please reach out 

to Sebastián Moreno Barreneche, the EU Academy 

Communications Manager for support materials in your 

language and more information. If you are interested in 

creating a course, contact Paul Hearn, the EU Academy 

Business Manager.

academy.europa.eu

Are there any costs for using 

the platform?


